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Abstract 

 

The study examined the poetic discourse of Abdul Kareem Sabawi, critical study – the study was incorporating 

an introduction, preface, five, chapters and a conclusion. 

It was necessary to redress Sabawi distinguished novelist who enjoyed us in his prose. 

He has written the novel and excelled in that, but many are unaware that he topped the throne of poetry this 

study came to reveal the cover for this tender poetic submitted through the various stages of his life. 

 

Method ology of the study:  

Researcher relied integrative approach to its comprehensiveness. It contains under its wings several 

approaches that have enabled us to explore the depths of his fertile poetic world.  

 

The Results of the study:  

After strenuous trip and a thorough study of the study found the following: 

 

1- The adored homeland of Sabawi blew up his poetic spring. 
He is recognised as a unique novelist, and there is a break in the field of poetry, so he is the night 

gallant, who doesn’t lose sight of an eyelid about everything that goes around him. 

He excelled four collections of poetry and still at the height of its tender write and publish  across all 

means available to him and still publishes his poems on the site Alwatan Voice as well as through on his 

social networking site "Facebook".  

2- The poet did not build himself an ivory palace away from the tormented worries of homeland. 
He has immigrated his country where there are the pleasure of life, butv his spirit here vlive on land 

that is melted by apassion, still writes for the prisoners and martyrs and laments loved ones, friends 

and cope with everything that is going on the earth dose with sleepless eyes.  

3- Sabawi is committed to issues of the nation, religion and carries on his shoulder. The worries of the 
case. Most of the poems he wrote were national revolutionary.  

4- Sabawi enjoys wide religious culture, as well as a lot of science and other. 
Knowledge and familiar, as with other cultures. He is avora cious reader eager to know. 

5- He has involved with the poet heritage and lift his poetry portrayal technical aspects of each heritage 
and has singled out the Heritage chamber titled "DEIRA LOVE" between his limps. Carry many aspects 
of heritage and embodied the Palestinian popular peoples life. 
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6- The poet deliberately put in his style building close to the easy language to soul, and his poetry came 
full of , carries a lot of meanings and brilliant human values, and was able to knock the poetic purposes, 
He described and praised and commiserated, and spanned.  

7- Also poetic texts came bearing inspired political, national, social, critic vision, came simulated imagery 
and harsh reality is with a rare a sense of humor closest to ridicule.  

8- The lexicon poet garden vocals can reap from various utterances and terminology, political, cultural, 
media and heritage terminology, as well as we can find some foreign worlds that he used. 

 

Recommendations of the study: 

I wish as a research experienced Sabawi poetry samples of his poetry are selected and pout it under the study 

and criticism most of the books that talked about, The Palestinian poets did not include even a single text for 

him with that although he narrated poetry and excelled and was creative and it seems that the publicity to 

fame as a novelist came at the expense of his poetry.  
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